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The spectral properties associated with laminar, anti-parallel reconnection are exam-

ined using a 2.5D kinetic particle in cell (PIC) simulation. Both the reconnection rate

and the energy spectrum exhibit three distinct phases: an initiation phase where the

reconnection rate grows, a quasi-steady phase, and a declining phase where both the

reconnection rate and the energy spectrum decrease. During the steady phase, the

energy spectrum exhibits approximately a double power law behavior, with a slope

near -5/3 at wave numbers smaller than the inverse ion inertial length, and a slope

steeper than -8/3 for larger wave numbers up to the inverse electron inertial length.

This behavior is consistent with a Kolmogorov energy cascade and implies that lam-

inar reconnection may fundamentally be an energy cascade process. Consistent with

this idea is that the reconnection rate exhibits a rough correlation with the energy

spectrum at wave numbers near the inverse ion inertial length. The 2D spectrum

is strongly anisotropic with most energy associated with the wave vector direction

normal to the current sheet. Reconnection acts to isotropize the energy spectrum,

reducing the Shebalin angle from an initial value of 70 degrees to about 48 degrees

(nearly isotropic) by the end of the simulation. The distribution of energy over scale

is further analyzed by dividing the domain into spatial subregions and employing

structure functions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic reconnection releases magnetic energy explosively and plays an important role

in a wide range of plasmas, from laboratory to Heliospheric to astrophysical plasmas (e.g.,58).

In the last decade, its role as an element of turbulence and a dissipation mechanism for tur-

bulent energy has come under increasing scrutiny. Spacecraft observations have found that

reconnection occurs associated with turbulence in Earth’s magnetosheath41,44 and is associ-

ated with coherent structures in the solar wind37. Two-dimensional MHD, Hall MHD, and

kinetic PIC simulations of turbulence have been used to study the statistics of reconnection,

finding a large variation of reconnection rates at X-lines19,46,47. This reconnection can heat

the plasma and energize particles (e.g.,24,50). In some observations, the reconnection does

not couple to the ions41,57 because the length scales associated with the turbulence are too

small48,54, a fact born out by simulations of turbulence9,20. Finally, it has been suggested

that reconnection in some cases modify the cascade of turbulent energy from large to small

scales7,10,14,17,31,38.

On the other hand, the role of turbulence associated with reconnection has received

significant attention. Reconnection is known to generate several secondary instabili-

ties (e.g.,8,15,29,55 and references therein) which themselves have been shown to generate

energy spectra with power laws consistent with a turbulent cascade30,36,43. Turbulent fluc-

tuations in the plasma flowing into the reconnection region have been found to affect the

process of reconnection35, and even amplify the reconnection rate27,34.

There remains a fundamental unanswered question, however, related to the interplay of

turbulence and reconnection. Namely, what does magnetic reconnection look like from a

turbulence perspective, even in a 2D configuration ordinarily considered to be laminar? In

addressing this, it is important to be clear that we include the individual components – the

inflow region, the diffusion, exhaust, separatrix regions (which we will group together), and

the reconnected magnetic islands– as elements of the reconnection process as a whole. We

group the regions in this way because the inflow region supplies the energy for reconnection,

the diffusion/separatrix/exhaust regions is where much of the dynamical activity occurs,

and the island regions are a major consequence of the reconnection process. (Later we will

call these regions III, II and I, respectively.) We will make some attempts at diagnosing their

separate properties but ultimately we must treat these as strongly interacting components of
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a nonlinear system as we seek to understand the general relationship between reconnection

and properties often associated with turbulence. As an example, what are the spectral

properties of laminar reconnection and can they be related to various characteristics of

reconnection (such as the reconnection rate)?

A typical example of laminar reconnection is seen in the GEM Challenge studies5. Such

an understanding of the spectral properties of laminar reconnection could act as a baseline,

allowing more accurate determination of the role of reconnection in turbulence and vice

versa. Additionally, it may also shed light on the fundamental properties of reconnection.

Such a connection between turbulence and reconnection has been suggested previously based

on modest 2D MHD simulations35.

To address these questions we study the spectral properties of laminar, anti-parallel

reconnection using 2.5D kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. No turbulent fluctuations

are manually added to the system, although random noise associated with the finite number

of particles-per-cell is present. Strikingly, the laminar reconnection process generates a

magnetic spectral density with a power law near −5/3 for k di . 1 and a steeper power

law for larger k, where di ≡ c/ωpi. We emphasize that this power-law behavior is occurring

in a 2D simulation where the reconnection current layers and separatrices do not exhibit

the fluctuations often seen in 3D reconnection simulations (e.g.8). To better understand the

distribution of fluctuations in real space we will employ two-point structure functions6 to

resolve contributions from distinct regions. This overall behavior reinforces the interesting

possibility that even laminar reconnection in a kinetic plasma fundamentally involves an

energy cascade process35.

The paper is organized as follows. In section II we introduce the details of the simulation

and list all the parameters assigned. Section III discusses the results and findings of the

study. Finally, in section IV we present the conclusions and discussions of the research.

II. SIMULATION

Laminar reconnection is studied by performing kinetic simulations using the particle

in cell (PIC) p3d code59. The simulation is of anti-parallel reconnection (no guide field)

carried out in 2.5 dimensions. In this simulation, magnetic field is normalized to B0 and

the number density is normalized to a reference density n0. All the lengths are normalized
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to ion inertial length di = c/wpi, where wpi =
√

4πn0e2/mi is the ion plasma freqency,

time is normalized to the ion cyclotron time (w−1
ci = (eB0/mic)

−1), speed is normalized to

the ion Alfvén speed (vA0 =
√
B2

0/4πmin0). Electric field is normalized to E0 = vA0B0/c

and temperature is normalized to T0 = miv
2
A0. The simulations have been performed in a

periodic square box of various lengths Lx = Ly = [51.2di, 102.4di, 204.8di] all with a grid

spacing of ∆ = 0.05di, and a time step of ∆twci = 0.01. Among the other parameters,

the speed of light c = 15, the electron and ion temperature are initially set as Te = 0.25,

Ti = 1.25, the mass ratio is mi/me = 25, the background density is 0.2 and the half width

of the current sheet w0 is varied from 1.5di-3di based on the size of the box. The plasma

parameter for ions βi = 2niTi/B
2 = 0.5 and that for electrons βe = 2neTe/B

2 = 0.1. All

of these simulations are performed in absence of a guide field Bg = 0 and evolved until

there is no more reconnection. This paper presents the results from the largest simulation

204.8di × 204.8di, where the half width of the current sheet is 3di.

The coordinate axes is chosen such that x̂ represents the outflow, ŷ represents the inflow

and ẑ represents the out of plane direction. The system is initialized with a double Harris

current sheet equilibrium whose magnetic field is given by:

B =

[
tanh

(
y − Ly/4

w0

)
− tanh

(
y − 3Ly/4

w0

)
+ 1

]
x̂. (1)

Ti and Te are initially spatially uniform and the density n is 0.2 outside the current sheets

and varies to maintain total pressure balance. A perturbation of the form,

B̃ = ψ0
2π

Lx

cos

(
2πx

Lx

)
ŷ (2)

is applied to initiate reconnection, where ψ0 is the initial strength of the perturbation chosen

as ψ0 = 0.12. This perturbation introduces two X-lines at (Lx/4,3Ly/4) and (3Lx/4,Ly/4).

The strength of perturbation, ψ0 is chosen such that the initial width of the magnetic island

is about the half width of the current sheet.

III. RESULTS

Fig. 1 shows the rate of magnetic reconnection in the upper X-line of the simulation

(top panel), and the change in different forms of energy in the system (bottom panel). The

reconnection rate is calculated as the rate of change of magnetic flux (Ψ) between the X-
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FIG. 1. Reconnection rate of the simulation (top), and change in various forms of energy over

time (bottom). The evolution of reconnection in the system is divided into three phases, shown in

green (top panel). The energy curves plotted are the change in electrical energy (∆EE), magnetic

energy (∆EB), thermal energy of ions and electrons (∆Ethi,e
), flow energy of ions and electrons

(∆Efi,e), and the total energy (∆Etot) which is the sum of all the above mentioned energies.

and O- line. The simulation evolution can roughly be broken into three time periods as

denoted in Fig. 1. During the initiation phase, the reconnection rate slowly increases and

then suddenly accelerates around t ≈ 250. During the quasi-steady phase from t ≈ 350 to

t ≈ 525, the reconnection rate is relatively steady with a value of 0.1. The magnetic energy

steadily decreases during this phase with the released energy going primarily into electron

and ion thermal energy. A minimal amount of energy transfers to ion bulk flow energy, and

total energy in the system is conserved quite well. The peak in the reconnection rate near

t ≈ 500 is associated with the formation of a secondary magnetic island. During the declining
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phase, the reconnection rate drops, plateaus at a rate near 0.05, and ultimately drops nearly

to zero. During this phase the rate of magnetic energy change in Fig. 1 gradually reduces.

Fig. 2 shows an overview of the reconnection geometry during the steady phase at t =

467.6: (a) out of plane electron velocity (vez) with contours of the z−component of the

magnetic vector potential, (b) the out of plane magnetic field (Bz), (c) the outflow velocity of

ions (vix), and (d)the omni-directional magnetic energy spectrum33. The magnetic field lines

show the formation of a system size magnetic island as a result of breaking and reconnection

of the field lines. In the vicinity of the X-lines, there is a dynamically appearing quadrupolar

perturbation to Bz associated with Hall physics32. Inside the magnetic island in a region

known to become turbulent43, Bz has a complicated structure due to the complex electron

flows.

The omni-directional magnetic spectrum in Fig. 2d is calculated from the total magnetic

field throughout the entire simulation domain. During this steady reconnection period, the

omni-directional magnetic spectrum surprisingly acts roughly as a double power-law for

k di < 5, with a break near k di ∼ 1. This double power-law is strikingly similar to both

kinetic simulations22,39 and observations3,16,28 of turbulence.

To better understand the relationship between laminar reconnection and its associated

magnetic spectra, we now explore the evolution of the spectra as the system evolves. Fig.

3 shows the profile of out of plane electron velocity (vez) (left panel), the two-dimensional

magnetic energy spectrum in the k-space (middle panel), and the omni-directional and

reduced spectra of magnetic energy (right panel). Energy values smaller than 10−7 are

omitted in the 2D spectrum. The wavenumbers corresponding to the ion inertial length

(di), electron inertial length (de) and the Debye length (λD) are represented by the dotted

vertical lines. The solid black and blue lines drawn for reference have the spectral index of

−5/3 and −8/3.

At t = 0, the initial double Harris current sheet condition is evident. The spectrum is

strongly anisotropic, with almost all energy concentrated at kx = 0 in the 2D spectrum.

The 1D spectra show sharp features associated with the initial condition. At t = 202, the

reconnection rate is still quite small and there is a slight narrowing of vez in the vicinity of

the X-lines and a slight broadening near the O-lines. In the 2D spectrum a slight broadening

of the spectrum along kx has occurred near |k di| ∼ 1. In the 1D spectra, a large increase

in the energy spectra for k di & 1 is evident. Much of this increase is due to the impact of
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FIG. 2. General features of steady laminar reconnection at t = 467.6: (a) out of plane electron

velocity (vez) with magnetic field lines (lines of constant magnetic vector potential along ẑ), (b)

out-of-plane magnetic field (Bz), (c) ion outflow velocity (vix), and (d) omni-directional magnetic

energy spectrum. 8
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FIG. 3. Behavior in time of reconnection magnetic spectra features with (left) vez, (middle) 2D

energy spectrum, and (right) 1D reduce spectra with EB(kx) in red, EB(ky) in blue, and omnidi-

rectional EB in green. Each row corresponds to the same time, given on the top left of vez plot.

The dotted vertical lines in the 1D spectra on right represent k values corresponding to d−1
i , d−1

e

and λ−1
D . Solid lines with given slopes are drawn for reference; note that these slopes are denoted

in the same location in the same plot, allowing estimation of change in magnitude of the spectra.
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noise due to finite particles per grid on the magnetic field, especially at the highest values

of k.

At t = 467.6 in Fig. 3 the reconnection is quasi-steady, as observed in Fig. 1. The global

magnetic islands have grown considerably, reaching an island width of about 20. Associated

with this magnetic island growth is a significant isotropization of the 2D magnetic spec-

trum, which has broadened considerably in the kx direction. This isotropization is similar

to what was seen in 2D MHD reconnection initialized with broadband background turbu-

lence35. During the quasi-steady reconnection period, for k de < 1 the omnidirectional power

spectrum is roughly a double powerlaw. The omni-directional spectrum exhibits a power

law of spectral index −5/3 in the inertial range (k di < 1), characteristic of Kolmogorov

spectrum25,26 before steepening above d−1
i . In between the ion and electron inertial range,

d−1
i < k < d−1

e the spectrum is reasonably well represented by a power index of −11/3. This

range of spectral slopes is in agreement with the experimental results of solar wind turbu-

lence 1,28,45,52. Note also that simulations with both smaller and larger simulation domains

(not shown) display similar spectral features.

At t = 656.5 in Fig. 3 the evolution has entered the declining phase, where the recon-

nection rate decreases. The magnetic island widths have roughly doubled in size, and the

2D spectrum has further evolved towards isotropy. A notable feature in the 2D spectrum

are wings extending into all four quadrants, roughly making an angle of about 55◦ with the

horizontal. This angle is associated with the angle of the separatrices in the left column. In

the 1D spectra, the slope in the inertial range (kdi < 1) has steepened considerably. It is

noteworthy also that the steepening of the spectra to a slope greater than -8/3 now occurs

at a larger k (kdi > 1).

Generally speaking, from a plasma turbulence perspective the spectral steepening and

movement of the breakpoint near kdi = 1 that we see here in Fig. 3 is quite interesting. In

this regard it is noteworthy that the behavior of the breakpoint between MHD-like scales (for

β < 1, kdi << 1) and subproton kinetic scales (kdi & 1) is a widely studied topic in studies

of strong plasma turbulence, including the solar wind2,11,28 and magnetosheath12, as well

as simulations17,23,24. Given the documented complexity of this issue we will not attempt

a full explanation of the kinetic scale evolution seen in spectra and other diagnostics here.

However it seems certain that the processes observed at kdi > 1 are not fully determined by

the MHD cascade but rather involve nonlinear kinetic plasma physics processes.
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FIG. 4. Evolution of Shebalin angle, defined on the upper right. EB(~k, t) is the two-dimensional

magnetic energy. The dotted line at θB = 45◦ represents perfect isotropy.

Finally, at t = 808 in Fig. 3, the electron current sheet has reduced considerably at the

X-line. The 2D spectrum is almost completely isotropic, and the 1D spectra have steepened

considerably for k di < 2.

The evolution of the spectral anisotropy is represented by the Shebalin angle51. The

Shebalin angle corresponding to the magnetic spectrum is defined as:

tan2θB =

∑
kx,ky

k2y|EB(~k, t)|∑
kx,ky

k2x|EB(~k, t)|
, (3)

where kx and ky correspond to the wavenumber along x and y axes respectively while EB

is the 2D magnetic energy. Note that θB = 45◦ for an isotropic 2D spectrum. Fig. 4

shows the evolution of Shebalin angle in time. Initially the Shebalin angle is about 70◦,

which may seem counterintuitive since the initial magnetic field has little variation along

x. However, random particle fluctuations associated with the finite particles per cell create

isotropic magnetic fluctuations which reduce the angle. The angle is nearly constant for

the first half of the simulation and then suddenly begins to decrease soon after the onset of

quasi-steady reconnection.

Interestingly, in Fig. 4, there is a time lag of about 50 between the onset of steady

reconnection and this sharp decrease in the Shebalin angle. This time lag is comparable
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to the global nonlinear time, or eddy turnover time of the system. A scale-dependent

nonlinear time is defined as τnl = 1/(k uk) with uk a characteristic velocity for a given k

value. For the global nonlinear time, we take k = 2π/L = 2π/(204.8) ≈ 0.03 and uk as the

Alfvén speed outside the current sheets, giving a global nonlinear time of 1/(0.03 · 1) ≈ 30.

Therefore, one possible explanation for the time lag is that a cascade of energy to smaller

scales begins during the fast, quasi-steady phase, and it takes roughly one nonlinear time

for the energy to cascade to the smallest scales and isotropization to begin. For t & 400,

the Shebalin angle steadily decreases, reaching almost full isotropy (θB = 45◦) by the end of

the simulation. In fact, as we shall presently see, the initiation of fast reconnection releases

magnetic energy that quite rapidly (∼ one nonlinear time) unleashes a chain of dynamical

effects that increasingly resemble turbulence.

Given that the system we are studying is highly inhomogeneous and ansisotropic, ques-

tions naturally arise concerning the contributions to the spectrum from different spatial

regions. Key spatial regions in the simulation are (I) the magnetic islands, (II) the dif-

fusion region, exhaust, and the separatrix (collectively called DES), and (III) the inflow

regions. The boundaries of those regions are illustrated in Fig. 5 at t = 467.6. The regions

are bounded by appropriately chosen magnetic field lines and are highlighted with different

colors in Fig. 5b. Practical difficulties arise in calculating spectra for such regions using

standard methods. For example, familiar methods based on Fast Fourier Transforms are

global in nature and are not easily adapted to complex regions.

As an alternative to spectra, here we compute the second-order structure functions in each

region following the methods of Pucci et al., (2018) 43. The structure function is defined as

S2
B(l) =< |B(r + l) −B(r)|2 >, where B is the total magnetic field, l is the lag in the real

space, and the average (<>) is done over a given volume. We note that the value of the

structure function at a given spatial lag may be interpreted as the contribution to the energy

from fluctuations at that scale. The upper and lower half of the box have almost identical

structures, therefore the analysis of the upper box is not performed. The structure function

is then computed in these three regions at t = 467.6 when the reconnection is quasi-steady.

The smallest lag is equal to ∆x = 0.05 while the maximum lag is chosen to be half of the

size of the region. For simplicity, we calculate the structure functions with one dimensional

lags either along x (lx) or along y (ly).

In Fig. 6 are shown the structure functions computed along lx and ly, in separate panels.
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FIG. 5. Lower half of the simulation at t = 467.6. (a) Out-of-plane magnetic field (Bz) and

magnetic field lines used to separate spatial regions for analysis. (b) Region I (red) is the magnetic

island, Region II (green) is the diffusion, exhaust, and the separatrix (DES region), and Region III

(blue) is the inflow region.

First, one observes that the inflow region (III) has the smallest structure function in both

directions, indicating that the turbulence energy is lower in region III than the other regions

at all scales shown. Second, anisotropy is present in both the island (I) and the DES (II)

regions with S2(ly) > S2(lx) for equal lags. However we note that the island region is closer

to isotropic than is the DES region. To highlight this anisotropy, an identical reference line

has been added for easy comparison of the two panels. It is clear that the structure function

along ly makes the dominant contributions to the energy budget. The island (I) and the

DES region (II) have nearly equal structure functions for ly . di and remain comparable

in magnitude at all scales that can be compared. This implies that for these lags or length

scales, both the island (I) and the DES region (II) play an important role in terms of

contributions to the energy budget.

Fig. 7 shows the omni-directional spectra of the three components of the magnetic field

and also the total magnetic field when the reconnection is quasi-steady. For k di . 1
2
, the

total omni-directional spectrum is primarily due to the x-component of the magnetic field Bx,

which is the reconnecting field. However, at smaller length scales (k di & 1) the contribution

is dominated by the out of plane magnetic field (Bz). This transition is consistent with

the onset of Hall physics for k di ∼ 1. Curiously, the approximate −5/3 slope extends to k

values larger than the transition between Bx and Bz dominance; this behavior is consistent

with the generation of Bz at k di > 1 and then the transfer of the Bz structure to longer
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FIG. 6. Second order structure functions S2
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and III (blue) at twci = 467.6 with (a) lag along x, and (b) lag along y. The color index is the

same as in Fig. 5. Identical reference lines with arbitrary slope are added to facilitate comparison

between the panels.
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FIG. 7. Contribution of each component of the magnetic field to the omni-directional spectrum

along with the total omni-directional spectrum at twci = 467.6.
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FIG. 8. Reduced (red, blue) and omni-directional (green) spectra of magnetic helicity at twci =

467.6. A dash-dotted line with slope −2 (violet) and a solid line with slope −8/3 (black) is drawn

for reference.

wavelengths. An example of this is seen in Fig. 2c at x ≈ 180 for the lower x-line where the

width along y of Bz is nearly 20, which corresponds to k ≈ 1/3. This type of large scale Bz

in the reconnection exhaust has also been seen in observations of reconnection in the Earth’s

magnetosheath40.

In order to further explore the possibility of the cascade properties of this system, we

examine the spectrum of the magnetic helicity. Magnetic helicity is defined as HM =
∫
A ·

B dV , where B is the magnetic field, A is the magnetic vector potential (B = ∇×A), and

V represents the entire volume of the simulation. In the Fourier space, magnetic helicity

is computed as HM = <{
∑

k ak · b∗
k }, where ak and bk are the fourier transform of the

vector potential and the magnetic field respectively and b∗
k is the complex conjugate of bk

6.

Fig. 8 shows the magnitude of the reduced ( HM(kx) and HM(ky) ) and omni-directional (

HM(k) ) magnetic helicity in k-space when the reconnection is quasi-steady, twci = 467.6.

The helicity is dominated by the z−components of the vector potential and magnetic field.

Using dimensional arguments it can be shown that the omni-directional magnetic helicity

spectrum has a power law slope of -2 for the inverse cascade scenario and -8/3 for a constant

fractional helicity (σm = k HM/EB) and a Kolmogorov magnetic spectrum6,18. For k di . 1,
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FIG. 9. Spectrogram of the omni-directional magnetic energy spectrum (top) and the time evo-

lution of the magnetic energy at kdi ∼ 1 (blue) along with the reconnection rate (red) (bottom).

The dotted white lines on the upper plot are drawn at kdi = 0.8 and kdi = 1.2. The black arrows

show the migration of the change in the spectrogram (See text for details).

the slope is roughly consistent with the constant fractional helicity case.

Further insight into the spectral properties of the reconnection in this system can be

gained by examining a spectrogram of the omnidirectional magnetic spectrum, shown in

Fig. 9 (top panel). At early time, the spectrum of the initial tanh Harris equilibrium is

clearly evident. When steady reconnection initiates near t ≈ 350, a sudden change in the

spectrogram occurs at both the smallest k values and also at high k values. The sudden

change in high k appears to migrate towards lower values of k, and have drawn black

arrows into Fig. 9 to highlight this behavior. At the same time, the broadening of several

bands at low k indicates transfer of energy towards the smaller scales. This is suggestive

of bidirectional spectral transfer typical of turbulence with the net transfer being towards

higher wavenumbers56.
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FIG. 10. Scatter plot of the reconnection rate and the omni-directional magnetic energy at

kdi ≈ 1. The colorbar represents the time and the arrow points in the direction of time.

The length scale di plays an important role during antiparallel reconnection because

it is roughly the width along the normal direction of the ion diffusion region, where MHD

breaks down and the reconnection process begins. Intuitively, therefore, the magnetic energy

spectra associated with k di ≈ 1 may be intrinsically linked to reconnection properties.

Indeed, dynamical activities such as current sheet intensification, formation of Hall fields,

and even the formation of secondary islands would all be expected to influence the energy

near k di ∼ 1. Therefore, in the spectrogram in Fig. 9, we integrate the energy between the

two dashed horizontal lines (0.8 ≤ k di ≤ 1.2) and plot the resultant energy as the blue curve

in the bottom panel. For reference the reconnection rate is shown in red. The correlation

between the two is quite strong. First, the energy is quite steady during the period of steady

reconnection, but with a time lag. Note that this time lag is comparable to the time lag

noted for the Shebalin angle in Fig. 4. The correlation with the drop in reconnection rate is

quite striking.

The connection between the reconnection rate and the magnetic energy at kdi ∼ 1 can

also be visualized using a scatter plot as shown in Fig. 10. The behavior roughly resembles a

hysteresis curve, indicating that the nature of the correlation changes during the evolution.

Initially, the reconnection rate rises with little or no change in the energy. When the recon-
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nection rate stabilizes, there is a sharp rise in the energy. The figure also reveals the drop

in the magnetic energy during the late reconnection when the reconnection rate is almost

constant at about 0.045. The fall in the energy corresponds to a total time of twci ≈ 120

ranging from twci = 600 − 720, which is about four times the nonlinear time (τnl = 1
k uk

)

calculated at the largest scale of the simulation. The time corresponds to the drop in the

out of plane magnetic field inside the separatrix. The characteristic time for all of these

processes appears to be comparable to the large scale τnl hinting at a connection with a

turbulent energy cascade process.

Finally, we call attention to the somewhat erratic behavior of the dψ/dt-EB relationship

seen in Fig. 10 at approximate times 500 to 650 in the declining phase of reconnection

dynamics. A similar epoch is observed in Fig. 9 and in subtle features of subproton spectral

features in Fig. 3 in a similar time frame. We reiterate that these features are probably all

related to complex plasma dynamics that emerge here when the MHD driving is less strong24.

The basic physics of such behavior is actively discussed in space physics observations and in

plasma simulation studies2,11,12,23.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have examined the magnetic spectral behavior of laminar antiparallel

reconnection using 2.5D fully kinetic PIC simulations. The omnidirectional magnetic energy

spectrum and the rate of reconnection exhibit three discrete phases in time: (1) An initiation

phase ( t = 0 to t ≈ 350 ) during which the reconnection rate and the energy spectrum grow.

(2) A steady phase ( t ≈ 350 to t ≈ 525) where the reconnection rate stabilizes around 0.1.

During this time, the energy spectrum exhibits approximately a double power law, with

a slope near −5/3 for k di . 1 and a slope steeper than −8/3 for d−1
i . k . d−1

e . (3) A

declining phase ( t ≈ 525 to t = 900 ) during which the reconnection rate gradually decreases,

almost going to zero by the end of the simulation. During this phase, the spectrum gradually

decreases for all k values and for k di . 1 the slope gradually becomes steeper than −5/3.

We note that the double power law behavior during the steady phase is not simply an

artifact of the initial spectrum: (1) The initial Tanh function itself actually generates a -2

spectrum at wavelengths long compared to the reciprocal current sheet width versus the -5/3

slope observed. (2) The Tanh generates only odd harmonics. However the spectrum that
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is generated dynamically fills in these gaps. (3) The approximate -5/3 spectrum extends to

k di ∼ 1 while the initial Tanh spectrum steepens well before that. And (4) the dynamically

generated spectrum becomes progressively more isotropic, as described in the manuscript,

whereas the initial Tanh spectrum is extremely anisotropic.

The power-law behavior of the magnetic energy spectrum during the steady phase is

consistent with the existence of a Kolmogorov energy cascade, which raises the intriguing

possibility that laminar reconnection fundamentally involves an energy cascade process,

even though the reconnection diffusion region and the separatrices do not exhibit strong

fluctuations. However, proving that a cascade of energy is occurring will require analysis of

higher order cascade laws4,21,42 which will be discussed in a future paper.

Initially, the magnetic energy is concentrated near very small kx with a range of ky

consistent with the double tanh initial condition, leading to a Shebalin angle initially far

from the isotropic value of 45◦. Consistent with previous MHD simulations35, the process of

reconnection acts to isotropize the energy spectrum. During the steady phase, the Shebalin

angle exhibits a sharp drop from 70◦ to about 55◦. During the declining phase, the angle

reduces more slowly, ultimately reaching about 48◦ at the end of the simulation.

As a further analysis of the distribution of energy in scale, we employed second order

structure functions in three disjoint spatial regions - the islands, the DES (diffusion, exhaust,

and separatrix) region, and the inflow region. We found that the inflow regions are quiescent

as expected, while comparable contributions to the energy budget are due to the reconnection

and island regions.

During the steady phase, the reconnecting magnetic field Bx dominates the omnidirec-

tional magnetic energy spectrum for k di . 0.5. For larger k, Bz becomes the largest con-

tributor. This behavior is consistent with Hall physics becoming important for k di & 1. The

ions are no longer frozen-in and the Hall term becomes important in Ohm’s law (e.g.,49). The

reconnecting magnetic field is dragged out of the plane (along z)32, creating the quadrupolar

Hall Bz perturbation53. This Hall magnetic field is responsible for the observed magnetic

helicity, but spectral analysis reveals that the helicity is not strong enough to drive an in-

verse cascade. Instead, the spectrum is closer to a constant fractional helicity spectrum that

would be associated with a Kolmogorov direct energy cascade spectrum.

We find a correlation between the reconnection rate and the energy spectrum near k di ∼ 1

(denoted as Edi), which makes sense as the ion diffusion region of reconnection has a width
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of a few di. Both the reconnection rate and Edi rise during the initiation, reaching roughly

constant values during the steady phase. Note, however, that there is a time lag, with Edi

plateauing about 50w−1
ci after the reconnection rate. This time lag is roughly comparable

to the global nonlinear time (global eddy turnover time). If a cascade of energy is indeed

occurring, a plausible explanation for the lag would be that it represents the time for energy

to cascade from the energy containing scale to k di ∼ 1. The declining phase is marked by

a sharp drop in both Edi and the reconnection rate.

In this manuscript we have found intriguing connections between laminar reconnection

physics and turbulence phenomena expanding on previous suggestions based on MHD35.

Future work will expand on this approach and may ultimately reveal the fundamental link

between the two.
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